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Abstract. Emergency events are unexpected and dangerous situations which the authorities must manage

and respond to as quickly as possible. The main objectives of emergency management are to provide human

safety and security, and Social Big Data (SBD) offers an important information source, created directly from

eyewitness reports, to assist with these issues. However, the manual extraction of hidden meaning from

SBD is both time-consuming and labor-intensive, which are major drawbacks for a process that needs

accurate information to be produced in real-time. The solution is an automatic approach to knowledge

discovery, and we propose a semantic description technique based on the use of triple store indexing for

named entity recognition and relation extraction. Our technique can discover hidden SBD information

more effectively than traditional approaches, and can be used for intelligent emergency management.

Keywords: Ontology, natural language processing, information extraction, semantic index, named entity

recognition, triplestore

1. Introduction
Emergency events are unpredictable and un-

desirable, be man-made (e.g. terrorism, trans-

portation accidents) or natural disasters (e.g.

floods, earthquakes), and affect lifestyle and

government infrastructure. An emergency au-

thority must have access to real-time informa-

tion to deal with these events successfully (Sa-

hoh and Choksuriwong 2018).

In the past two decades, Social Big Data

(SBD) has played an important role as a

real-time data source in the emergency field

(Castillo 2016, Sahoh and Choksuriwong 2017).

SBD is focused on data from social media

that the big data is massive, heterogeneous,

and streamed in real-time. It offers a flexible

perspective, based on a collaborative vision,

to explain an event from different points of

view (Bello-Orgaz et al. 2016). This can help

the emergency authorities understand events

deeply, and guide their decision-making. This

is especially true of emergency SBD where nat-

ural language text can vary in word choice,

morphology, and syntax during stressful situ-

ations. Also, the text consists of both explicit

information, directly expressed in the SBD con-

tent, and implicit information that must be

inferred. This means that although SBD is

meaningfully understood by emergency au-

thorities, SBD understanding is labor-intensive

and time-consuming. In addition, the effec-

tiveness of emergency management depends

on information being available promptly. This

shows a need for both automatic and real-time

processing to deal with SBD event understand-

ing.

The automatic requirement involves mak-

ing machines understand the meaning of tex-

tual SBD, which necessitates a semantic de-

scription. This will identify the meaning of

unstructured data and transform it into emer-

gency information in a machine-readable for-

mat. Two approaches for the semantic de-

scription of emergency SBD are Named En-

tity Recognition (NER) and Relation Extrac-

tion (RE). They recognize SBD transactions

and their relationships, to reveal both ex-

plicit and implicit information for later anal-

ysis. Highly accurate semantic descriptions ef-

fectively support automatic SBD analysis for
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decision-making.

Traditional techniques for natural language

understanding are word matching and seman-

tic analysis based on word order. Word match-

ing is utilized by Emergency NER (ENER) to

name an entity given in the textual SBD by

using a dictionary-based emergency corpus to

describe the event (Choi and Bae 2015, Sandhu

et al. 2016). This technique uses a word-

to-word similarity measure that requires the

prior disambiguation of word senses, which

is not possible for the natural and informal

language in SBD. Instead, some studies have

proposed using a semantic analysis based on

word orders by applying pattern-based match-

ing to annotate the textual data (Oramas et al.

2016, Velasco-Elizondo et al. 2016, Zhou and

El-Gohary 2017). For example, this disam-

biguates words by considering word order as a

context. However, this technique cannot un-

derstand implicit SBD semantics to uncover

hidden meaning. By hidden meaning, we

mean an implicitly named entity and its rela-

tionship, discovered by considering the seman-

tic context using human-like inference. This

includes the set of word orders and syntac-

tic structures used as a bridge between dis-

connected explicitly named entities. A lack

of semantic understanding is one cause for

the high recall but low precision in ENER,

which causes irrelevant entities to be used to

describe an emergency event. Inaccurate in-

formation of this kind can cause the emer-

gency authorities to misunderstand the situa-

tion, make wrong decisions, and thereby make

the situation worse.

To deal with these problems, we propose

a novel automatic semantic description tech-

nology for dealing with SBD. In particular, it

focuses on a semantic-based bridge for uncov-

ering the hidden SBD meaning by considering

the deep meaning of entities through their con-

text in an emergency. We utilize triple store in-

dexing for semantic context analysis to name

relevant emergency entities and their relation-

ships, which lets the emergency event be de-

scribed more clearly and meaningfully. Our

results show that the triple store index can

provide higher accuracy than traditional tech-

niques for the ENER process. Therefore, the se-

mantic description of an emergency event can

be used to support better decision-making in

emergency management.

2. Related Work and Background
Knowledge

This section considers event descriptions based

on natural language understanding and re-

views the current approaches for discovering

the emergency events. An ontology-based

model for emergency event understanding is

investigated to discuss the challenges of apply-

ing this approach to automatic event descrip-

tion.

2.1 An Existing Event Description for
Emergency Event Understanding

Emergency event understanding analyzes big

data to discover knowledge for supporting

human decision making (Shah and Zimmer-

mann 2017). The aim is to identify key fea-

tures from a real-world environment, such

as SBD, and employ them to describe that

event. Event description is an essential

process in emergency event understanding,

especially for SBD (Murphy 2016, Riccardi

2016). SBD emergency information can be

divided into explicit and implicit informa-

tion. Explicit information defines the en-

tities that are clearly represented by word

choice while implicit emergency information

comes from the hidden meaning of entities,

discovered by bridging explicit information,

and inferring it from prior knowledge. ENER

is a key method for event description, by rec-

ognizing meaningful entities from the SBD.

ENER for emergency management

has been proposed for dictionary-based

word matching (Jing et al. 2016, Rossi

et al. 2018), and cosine-similarity word

matching (Farag et al. 2018). Some

studies have employed rule-based and
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dictionary-based word matching to describe

an SBD emergency event (Xu et al. 2016, Yang

et al. 2018), but without implicit emergency

information inferred from natural language.

This paper addresses that limitation by

considering hidden meaning using semantic

context, by applying a semantic analysis to

ENER, also known as a semantic description.

Semantic description is a natural language

processing that determines the meaning of an

entity (linguistic unit) by considering its se-

mantic context. The semantic context of an en-

tity is the word ordering which shows the de-

pendency relations between the entities. It can

be used to bridge disconnected explicit entities

to reveal the implicit entities (Derczynski et al.

2015). In this paper, the semantic context has

two main attributes: (1) a semantic-based lan-

guage dependence for describing an instance,

and (2) a semantic-based bridge for describing

the context of those instances. For example,

the phrase "The emporium shopping mall", re-

veals its semantic-based language dependence

by using "shopping mall" as word order. This

lets "The emporium" be explicitly annotated as

an instance of a "Marketplace".
An earlier study employed automatic se-

mantic description using semantic-based lan-

guage dependences (Piao et al. 2019). An en-

tity was observed by matching word-ordered

patterns with semantic categories, or parts of

speech, to describe the entity’s meaning ex-

plicitly. Another study focused on negation

patterns by considering negative-prefix word

dependences to define an adverse entity mean-

ing (Jiménez-Zafra et al. 2018). However, both

those works only looked at word identifica-

tion based on lightweight semantic concepts.

They did not consider semantic-based bridges

for identifying semantic relations in real-world

events. This is a significant problem in SBD,

which primarily represents implied content.

Also, some implicit information needs back-

ground knowledge to support its inference,

which can be addressed by combining the

semantic-based bridge with ontology models

(Stepanov et al. 2018, Stork et al. 2018). This

can describe both directly and indirectly re-

lated entities by identifying hidden relations.

Returning to the earlier example, a semantic-

based bridge can discover the indirect relation

of "Marketplace" to "Bangkok" as a "Location" con-

cept. Moreover, "Marketplace" can be ridged

to "Customers" as a "Citizen" concept. Unfor-

tunately, these approaches need the addition

of events of interest, known as semi-automatic

descriptions, which is both labor-intensive and

time-consuming.

The automatic semantic description of SBD

has two main requirements: (1) An ontology-

based model for the emergency event to

represent the semantic context for both the

semantic-based language dependencies and

the semantic-based bridge, and (2) a fully au-

tomatic semantic description approach based

on the real-time processing of the massive vol-

ume of SBD. These requirements are the princi-

pal elements of emergency management with

well-timed information. An ontology-based

model for emergency event understanding is

clearly a key requirement for supporting auto-

matic semantic descriptions.

2.2 An Ontology-Based Model for Emer-
gency Event Understanding

An ontology-based model is required for deal-

ing with SBD characteristics (Kuflik et al. 2017,

Poblet et al. 2018) because it can represent

emergency knowledge as concrete-semantic

concepts. An ontology-based model with "Sub-
ject" and "Object" as classes, and "Predicate" as

a relationship between them, is called a triple

store (Pham et al. 2018). "Subject" is a "Domain"

constraint and "Object" a "Range" constraint

which can represent a semantic bridge among

classes. For example, when a class is recog-

nized, then its related "Domain" and "Range"
values are automatically bridged by identify-

ing the relationships in the semantic context.

"Subject" and "Object" properties can be utilized

for finding language-based dependencies and

"Predicate" properties are employed for creating
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semantic-based bridges.

In emergency management, ontology can

support the authorities when responding to

emergency events by interpreting emergency

information reasonably. Li et al. (2019) pro-

posed an ontology for clustering emergency

scenarios which can be employed for un-

derstanding the occurrences of the emergent

events. Meng et al. (2018) present an ontology

for the emergency response system, while Bi-

tencourt et al. (2018) contributed information

integration between authorities and systems.

Ontology can act as ground truth for the

emergency event model utilized in the emer-

gency management system (Fernández et al.

2010). However, current research is aimed

at developing ontologies for supporting emer-

gency technicians rather than providing auto-

matic semantic descriptions for SBD. The goal

of event descriptions in this research is to ap-

ply existing ontology-based emergency mod-

els and triple stores to the automatic semantic

description. Triple stores can also be indexed

so they can be utilized in both language-based

dependencies and semantic-based bridges for

the automatic semantic description of SBD.

3. An Overview of the Architecture for
Automatic Semantic Descriptions

Automatic semantic description for emergency

understanding is a real-time process that

transforms textually unstructured data into a

machine-readable form. It is based on princi-

pal SBD analytics (Guo et al. 2017, Murthy and

Gross 2017, Olshannikova et al. 2017), consist-

ing of five components: (1) Data streaming, (2)

Tokenization and noise removing, (3) Emer-

gency named entity recognition, (4) Emer-

gency event description, and (5) Event infor-

mation creation.

According to Figure 1, real-time data

streaming collects emergency reports as raw

textual SBD, and passes it to tokenization and

noise removing. Emergency dictionary-based

tokenization is applied to extract words from

the raw text as tokens. Due to the nature of

informal writing in SBD, noise removal is nec-

essary to filter out irrelevant entities. The re-

sults entities are then annotated by defining

relationships between them.

ENER annotates explicit token entities us-

ing the RexEu and triple store indices. RexEu

is a semantic-based language dependence ap-

proach for emergency event understanding

which employs patterns to recognize data such

as affected persons, and the incident times

and locations in groups of conditional enti-

ties. A triple store index supports a semantic-

based bridge by annotating implicit token enti-

ties. In SBD, these are irregular pattern tokens

or specific words, such as emergency event

names, related objects, or effects. ENER out-

puts named entities that represent the context

of the emergency event as meta-information

according to the semantic knowledge base.

In emergency event description components,

the emergency-named entities and their meta-

information will define their relationships as

statements using ontology. This employs se-

mantic structures and constraints that repre-

sents the relation between entities in terms of

subject, predicate, and object. The emergency

information creation component applies a se-

mantic parser to transform the statements into

emergency information, and stores them in an

emergency knowledge base.

A triple store index for semantic descrip-

tions requires semantically graphical knowl-

edge, or an ontology, as a triple store, based

on the emergency domain. A semantic parser

is employed to transform the triple store into a

triple store index. The resulting index can be

used to automatically match an entity from the

SBD with both ontology structures and vocab-

ularies, as discussed in more detail in the next

section.

4. Triple Store Index
Emergency SBD emerges with a context de-

scription in the form of word orders, attribu-

tive adjectives, attributive nouns, and attribu-

tive verbs. There is also additional textual data
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Figure 1 The Overview Architecture for Automatic Semantic Descriptions

in hidden relations that only humans can un-

derstand. For example, every emergency event

happens at some location at some time, which

means that the event is intuitively related to

both concepts.

Accordingly, the machine should imitate

human senses by automatically extracting key

entities and relationships which bridge the raw

data and the emergency information.

The major goal of a triple store in-

dex is to hold the knowledge that the

machine can automatically use to interpret

and understand critical events. Our work

contributes a triple store index that gives

meaning to SBD for emergency informa-

tion. It does this automatically by build-

ing a semantic description by transforming

emergency-unstructured data into a machine-

readable form.

Triple store index construction consists of

components for indexing and searching. These

must also be an ontology for the emergency

domain, which is used to index the triple store.

4.1 Emergency Ontology for Automatic
Semantic Descriptions

Our ontology-based model for emergency un-

derstanding extends an existing model for on-

line news descriptions (Xu et al. 2016). Most

of the emergency SBD is provided by crowd-

sourcing, who are non-professional reporters

who supply data in a short, informal man-

ner. The main contributions of our ontology re-

modeling are: (1) the determination of the key

concepts and their relationships for emergency

events according to the needs of a semantic-

based bridge, and (2) a redesign of the ontology

properties, such as new labels and classes. This

was done by determining the proper nouns,

abbreviation taxonomies, informal language

terms, and synonym terms necessary to make

the triple store index more flexible based on

the SBD’s natural language.

Every entity or resource in the ontology

model has its own properties which are rep-

resented principally in the triple store. The

triple store uses the semantic pattern [entity
class]-[bridge/link]-[entity class], which lets

each entity class bridge to multiple classes via

multiple relationships. This meta-data form

can be searched and interpreted semantically.

An example of this form of ontology remodel-

ing is shown in Figure 2.

There are six classes used in Figure 2:

"Event", "Person", "Location", "Timestamp",

"Effect", and "Related_Object". The "Event"
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Figure 2 The Extended Emergency Case Ontology for SBD

class can describe crisis circumstances such as

"shooting", "bombing", "sabotage", and "riot",

and refers to a critical situation which needs

essential information for assessing the event.

This is achieved by bridging the event with the

context as relationships between classes. For

example, to understand the emergency "Event"
requires "Person", "Location", and "Timestamp".

"Person" depicts a stakeholder in the emer-

gency event, including a person in authority,

a citizen, or a criminal. The impact of a "Per-
son" is described by "Effect" which may refer

to death, minor injury, or serious injury, which

will require prioritization for different types of

help. "Location" is linked to the place where

the event occurred. It is important that the

place can be reached quickly by emergency

services, and so is detailed through multiple

sub-area hierarchies that provide specific de-

tails (In the case of Thailand, Location is di-

vided into Province, District, Sub-district, and

Village). "Timestamp" explains the incident pe-

riod, including festival season, weekend, holi-

day, and rush hour, which will affect planning

differently.

This approach describes an event using a

triple store semantic pattern, such as [Event
class]-[hasAffectedPerson]-[Person class] and

[Person class]-[hasEffect]-[Effect class]. These

triple stores will be used to automatically de-

scribe the emergency event from SBD by in-

dexing.

4.2 Triple Store Indexing
Indexing reuses existing triple stores and ap-

plies them to describing an SBD emergency

event automatically. Indexing creates an index

document from the semantic pattern, called

a Triple Store Index Document (TSID). TSIDs

contain a triple store employing eXtensible

Markup Language (XML), Resource Descrip-

tion Framework (RDF), Resource Description

Framework Schema (RDFs), or Web Ontology

Language (OWL). A triple store based on OWL

consists of emergency class entities and their

relationships, which are represented by a sub-

ject, predicate, and utilize constraints on their

domain and range. According to our emer-

gency ontology, TSIDs store three elements ac-
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cording to the semantic pattern [entity class as
rdfs:domain]-[ bridge/link as owl:property]-
[entity class as rdfs:range]. Examples are

given in Table 1.

TSIDs for emergency event information are

shown in rows 1-4 of Table 1. From row 4,

the "#Event" resource is a subject with a "#hap-
penIn" resource as its predicate that links to a

"#Location" resource as an object. In the sixth

row, the "#Province_instance" resource has rela-

tion "#rdfs:subClassOf " with the "#Location" re-

source, which means that the province is where

the emergency event occurred.

The triple store is utilized by ENER for

searching for meaning in multiple properties.

Suppose that "Province_instance" is a resource

that represents province elements from the

triple store, then it can annotate an observed

entity with matched TSIDs since "#province-
Name" can represent the "Province’s named en-
tity" in different languages, abbreviations, or

by using informal names in local languages.

These TSIDs will be stored in the triple store

index directory, and used to name the instance-

related entity based on triple store index

searching.

4.3 Triple Store Index Searching
In an emergency, textual data from formal doc-

uments (such as government reports) and in-

formal documents (such as SBD reports) are all

represented in natural language.

Triple store index searching matches those

terms with all the TSIDs in the triple store in-

dex directory by applying the well-known se-

mantic search algorithm based on domain and

range identification to bridge the emergency

entity (Sayed and Al Muqrishi 2017). Domain

and range identification identifies the context

of the searching terms according to the seman-

tic pattern. TSIDs, a triple concept, can be

used to search the semantically relevant docu-

ments with emergency terms by inferring from

their contexts automatically. This will be aided

by applying the triple store indexing of the

ontology-based emergency model.

The set of entities coming from SBD are

streamed, and may consist of "event entities",
and related "object instances" such as "province
names", "affected first person names", and "times-
tamps". Those entities will be sent to the

triple store index searching component, where

the domain and range with other entities will

be identified from knowledge bases stored as

TSIDs. In other words, a process of semantic-

based bridge-building is being added in order

to identify hidden relations. Figure 3 shows a

simple mechanism for triple store index search-

ing based on this example.

Search consists of the three components

shown in Figure 3; emergency-related en-

tities, triple store index searching, and the

triple store index directory. The table rep-

resents the semantic meaning output for the

emergency-related entities and the triple store

index. The emergency-related entities are key-

word terms that were streamed from the SBD

transaction. For example, a search of the

triple store index for the token entities "Event
Entity" and "Province Name" matches against

TSIDs with the properties "#Event_Instance"
and "#Province_Instance" according to the sec-

ond and fourth rows respectively. This means

that the ENER process can recognize both en-

tities and use them to extract the relation-

ship "#happenIn" from row seven. This de-

scribes how a "#Event_instance" can happen

in "#Province_instance", as shown in the fifth

row, which helps the machine understand the

meaning more intelligently.

Triple store index searching requires func-

tionally that can match an entity from SBD in

the context of semantic-based language depen-

dencies. RexEu offers a powerful way to iden-

tify a generalized context pattern from textual

SBD. The goal of RexEu is to define emergency

templates of identical elements such as affected

persons, sensitive areas, and surveillant infras-

tructures. RexEu examples are given below.

According to RexEu Affected Person, a

group of entities always comes together with

the person’s title, first name, and family-name

in dependent order, which are the context for
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Table 1 Examples of TSIDs for Triple Store Indexing

No. Subject (rdfs:domain) Predicate (owl:property) Object (rdfs:range)
1. #Event #hasAffectedPerson #Person
2. #Person #hasEffect #Effect
3. #Event #happenAt #Timestamp
4. #Event #happenIn #Location
5. #Province RDFs:subClassOf #Location
6. #Province_instance RDF:type #Province
7. #Province_instance #provinceName ’Province’s named entity’

# represents a resource and ’_’ represents a string or literal.

Figure 3 Triple Store Index Searching

each other. This is a vital process for semantic-

based language dependencies. Especially for

emergency reports, the affected person can be

either a citizen or an officer, and has the same

pattern of personal identity except for their ti-

tle which refers to the person type in different

contexts.

Semantic-based language dependencies

function as an initial filter to screen emergency

events instances before their meanings and re-

lationships are determined. It can support

triple store index searching, which increases

ENER effectiveness.

From this viewpoint, the triple store index

is used for automatic semantic description

in an emergency management system. It

helps non-semantic-expert users by just

inputting the knowledge graph, which is

used to construct the triple store index au-

tomatically. Moreover, the SBD entity can

be searched automatically and be sensibly

named, based on its context. A triple store

index is useful for the named entity recog-

nition component, and for event description

used by SBD analysis for the automatic

semantic description.
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RexEu Affected Person = [(’Title’)(’First name’)(Space) (’Family name’)]
Citizen Title ::= (’Mr.’|’Mrs.’|’Ms.]’)
Officer Title ::= (’Sergeant:Sgt.’|’Corporal: Cpl.’ |’Captain:Capt.’)

RexEu Location = [(’Location type’)(’Space’) (’Location name’)]
AreaType ::= (’Province’ |’district’|’subdistrict]’ |’village] ’)

PlaceType ::= (’School’ |’Mosque’ |’Temple’ |’Hotel’)

5. Case Study: Automatic Semantic
Description

This study proposes the use of automatic se-

mantic descriptions for discovering useful in-

formation in the SBD. It is especially applica-

ble to emergency management, which needs

its ad-hoc and precise ability for emergency

event discovery, as this section will show. We

present an automatic semantic description ap-

plication for discovering emergency informa-

tion from SBD for Southern Thailand terror-

ism. The raw data are popular news reports in

Thai, crowdsourced via Twitter. Twitter’s limi-

tation of 140-character messages can be seen as

an advantage since a user will include impor-

tant information necessary for automatic se-

mantic descriptions.

To remodel ontology, 10,000 tweets were

accumulated between February 2 and May 9,

2018, randomly sampled from emergency en-

vironments and manually grouped by prin-

cipal terms for a design class, instant, and

property. Basic emergency terms are uti-

lized such as proper nouns, abbreviation tax-

onomies, informal language terms, and syn-

onym terms, determined by experts and prac-

titioners from Deepsouthwatch (DeepSouth-

Watch 2019). The ontology will be used in the

ENER and for the event descriptions.

5.1 Data Streaming Gathering
This application collects raw data provided by

social media streaming in real-time by using

the open-source Twitter streaming API (Twit-

ter Developer 2018) to support the gathering of

information, generally represented as text. For

example:

(In English) Mr. Mutaalee Deesae was killed

by shooting in Koloka-Ae village, Yala

province.

This message was produced by

@TichilaThaipbs at 7:47 am on May 2017.

Data of this type will be used in later sections

to describe each sub-process of the automatic

semantic description generation. The first

stage is to apply tokenization and noise

removal.

5.2 Tokenization and Noise Removal
Thai is written without spaces between words,

end punctuation, and capitalizations. To deal

with those characteristics, this component uses

a longest matching algorithm (Haruechaiyasak

et al. 2008, Chaonithi and Prom-On 2016) to

tokenize a line by comparing the words with

dictionaries or vocabulary corpuses.

For our emergency case study, the dictio-

naries were automatically generated by us-

ing a taxonomy from our triple store index,

and related terms from the Deepsouthwatch

database (Nisalma et al. 2019) which contains

75,226 significant words. An example of the

output from the tokenization component is

shown at the top of Figure 4. In addition to

splitting the string into tokens, special sym-

bols and stop words are also removed, to leave

only related tokens for the next stage to process

effectively.
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5.3 Emergency Named Entity Recogni-
tion

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a fun-

damental approach in machine understand-

ing for automatically converting tokens into

knowledge. We use ENER to identify the

meaning of emergency-related entities, and so

create a semantic description of the event situ-

ation.

As an example, suppose that "Yala sub-
district", "Yala district", and "Yala province"
are the token entities representing locations.

Therefore, "Yala" is the property name of the

three location types, and so keyword search-

ing will return "Yala" as the property name of

those three resources with different types. The

output will be one true positive and two false

positives, an example of high recall but low

precision.

In our approach, the triple store index and

RexEu help deal with the above-mentioned

problem. As mentioned in section 4, three key

technologies are required: (1) semantic meth-

ods, (2) indexing and searching, and (3) pre-

defined patterns.

Semantic technologies build the emergency

ontology as a knowledge base. As detailed in

section 4.1, we choose Protégé to provide an

environment for developing the ontology in an

OWL file for the automatic semantic descrip-

tions. RDFlib, a Python library was employed

to parse instances, classes, properties, and con-

straints from the OWL file in order to form the

triple store. The resulting store contains 14,423

statements.

For indexing and searching, the Whoose

Python library was used to order and index

those statements, or TSIDs, into triples of the

form (domain, predicate, and range). A graph-

based structure was created with three fields

- the first field stores a node as a domain, the

second stores a node as a range, and the third

stores the relation between those nodes. This

technology was also employed for triple store

searching, based on triple store index search-

ing from section 4.3. This will bridge the rele-

vant concepts with the searching entity by us-

ing the semantic pattern in the TSIDs.

The pre-defined pattern uses regular ex-

pressions to model patterns of emergency

word order such as "Person", "Related object",
"Location", and "Event". RexEu utilizes 46 pat-

terns, some of which were shown in section

4.3. Each pattern was designed by observing

the characteristics of SBD in a real-world en-

vironment related to each class of emergency

ontology.

The complete ENER process is shown in

Figure 4.

According to Figure 4 when "Yala province"
is part of the retrieved emergency SBD, then

RexEu, acting as a process for semantic-based

language dependency, will recognize it as a

province entity. The "Province" is stored in

a triple store index, and be used as its con-

text. According to Table 1, "Yala" can be iden-

tified as the property name of the resource

"#Province_instance", in the relation "type" with

"#Province", and Triple index searching will re-

turn that meaning based on its context. The

result is that "Yala" will be named without any

false positives, creating a high precision, accu-

rate emergency description.

These explicit entities, named using

semantic-based language dependence, are for-

warded to the emergency event description.

The aim is to discover any implicit meanings,

to complete the semantics of the SBD content.

5.4 Emergency Event Description and In-
formation Creation

Emergency event description extracts the rela-

tions between named entities. These describe

the SBD by defining meaning using a sematic-

based bridge based on ontology constraints

such as those detailed in Table 1. The extracted

relations between named entities make the cre-

ated emergency information more meaning-

ful. In our case study, emergency event de-

scriptions may use words such as "Bombing",

"Sabotage", "Arson", and "Shooting". If "Shoot-
ing" as an "Event" and "Yala" as an instance of
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Figure 4 ENER based on Triple Index and RexEu

"Province" class are found together then accord-

ing to TSID number 5 from Table 1, the triple

store index can identify a relationship between

"Shooting" and "Yala" by creating the triple re-

lation "#Shooting" (Subject), "#happenIn" (Pred-
icate), and "Yala" (Object). In this way, the ma-

chine can understand and define the semantics

of raw textual data. The complete example is

shown in Figure 5.

The named entities and their relationships

in Figure 5 are recognized in the last step, and

represented graphically using the domain on-

tology as triple-based RDF. This event con-

tains explicit information about the affected

person, the effect, location, and the time given

by eyewitnesses. This time could easily be

matched against the Thai holiday calendar

to obtain more meaning but that is outside

the scope of the current research. The red-

dashed nodes and edges show implicit enti-

ties. The red-dashed nodes in this example are

#Banangstar, an instance of "District", and #Ba-
cho, an instance of "Sub-District". The red-

dashed edges are #hasDistrict, a relation be-

tween "Province" and "District", #hasSubDistrict
a relation between "District" and "SubDistrict",
and #hasVillage, a relation between "SubDis-
trict" and "Village". They represent the hidden

knowledge uncovered using the sematic-based

bridge build on top of the triple store index

and the properties of domain and range con-

straints. Even though ENER only holds the

locations in terms of the instances of #Province
and #Village, it can travel the graph and ex-

tract the hidden relations eventually. In this

way, the triple store index allows a machine to

interpret and bridge information intelligently.

The emergency information must be repre-

sented in a machine-readable format that can

be used in the decision-making process. We

chose RDF because its information represen-

tation matches the above graphical informa-

tion. In particular, RDFlib provides a package

to generate graphical information based on the

RDF format, as shown in Figure 6.

The emergency event description in RDF is

shown in Figure 6. RDF makes it easier to rea-

son with the information and discover new and

deeper emergency knowledge because RDF

supports an intelligent system for processing

and understanding information automatically.

Machine can use this information during its

initial phase to infer and generate emergency

knowledge without human intervention. This

will also help the emergency authorities make

better decisions, which can reduce risk, and

save human life and fundamental infrastruc-

ture.

6. Experiment Setup
The effectiveness of SBD analysis using auto-

matic semantic description depends on the ac-

curacy of the named entity process. We have

proposed a triple store index for extending the

semantic description, so our system evaluation

must focus on the effectiveness of the ENER

and its emergency event description compo-

nents.
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Figure 5 Emergency Event Description Output in Graphical Form

6.1 Experimental Objective
We wish to measure the capability of the triple

store index for hidden meaning identification

for named entities. The capabilities of ENER

in an SBD based semantic context has two

perspectives. Firstly, the semantic context is

measured to interpret the word orders using

semantic-based language dependence, which

is important for naming the emergency-exact

entities. Secondly, the semantic context us-

ing a semantic-based bridge is analyzed to

make a hidden-meaning connection between

emergency-exact entities.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
This study employs three retrieval effective-

ness metrics - precision, recall, and F-measure

to evaluate the accuracy of the ENER pro-

cess. These metrics can be calculated as

precision = TP
TP+FP , recall = TP

TP+FN , and

F − measure =
2×(Precision×Recall)

Precision+Recall based on

three possible outcomes (TP, FP and FN). True

Positive (TP) is a correct outcome of a named

entity that was identified, False Positive (FP)

is an incorrect outcome of a named entity

that was identified, and False Negative (FN)

is the related outcome of a named entity that

was not identified. These metrics will be

used to compare the ENER result obtained

with three differed approaches - word match-

ing ENER, semantic-based language depen-

dent ENER, and our approach with a semantic-

based bridge.

6.3 Data Set
We collected Twitter news messages concern-

ing southern Thailand as the test SBD, between

May 16 and June 16, 2018, storing 25,000 from

nonprofessional sources, and 25,000 from pro-

fessional journalists. However, the transac-
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Figure 6 Emergency Event Description Output in RDF Format

tions from nonprofessional journalists were of-

ten duplicated, rumors, or fakes so we manu-

ally selected only factual transactions which

reduced the number to 18,504. Professional

journalists accounted for 10,553 of the trans-

actions, with the rest coming from nonprofes-

sional sources. All the messages were in Thai.

6.4 Results and Discussions
Three ENER approaches: word-based

matching (Zhao et al. 2016, Rossi et al.

2018), semantic-based language dependence

(Jiménez-Zafra et al. 2018, Piao et al. 2019),

and our semantic-based bridge were judged

in terms of average precision, recall, and

F-measure. Average precision measures how

well the ENER can identify relevant entities,

and eliminate irrelevant entities. Average re-

call measures how well ENER can successfully

identify relevant entities. Average F-measure

(also called the harmonic mean) averages

precision and recall, to show the robustness of

those approaches.

We categorized ENER outcomes into five

classes taken from the proposed ontology

given in section 4.1. For instance, the class "Per-
son" has sub-classes "Citizens", "Authorities",
and "Criminals". We considered the results for
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each class separately because each class has its

own ENER characteristics. For example, the

"Location" name in Thailand may be used for

multiple types of location, and a single loca-

tion can have several names. However, we did

not consider the "Time" class because it was

delivered from time-stamp information that is

already structured represented in a machine-

readable form.

The effectiveness results for the three ap-

proaches are shown in Table 2. The average

F-measure comparison of the approaches is

given in Figure 7.

Table 2 compares three ENER approaches:

word-based matching, semantic-based lan-

guage dependency, and our semantic-based

bridge, based on precision, recall, and F-

measure.

In word-based matching, the overall av-

erages are quite low, but the entity "Crimi-
nals", "Provinces", "Emergency Events", "Related
Objects" show high accuracy compared to the

other approaches. This is because those enti-

ties are distinctively and explicitly represented

by a single word in SBD. This makes this ap-

proach suitable for systems that only need to

match and define the meaning of exact key

features (Zhao et al. 2016, Rossi et al. 2018).

The strong point of this approach is that it

utilizes a simple algorithm using a dictionary-

based process, and directly matches SBD enti-

ties and featured keys from the dictionary that

define the meanings of the entities. If the sys-

tem only needs some information about "Crim-
inals", "Provinces", and "Emergency Events", then

this approach is good enough. However, the

quality of this approach depends on the com-

pleteness of the dictionary space. It cannot

solve complex problems, especially in emer-

gencies where word orders have low overall

accuracy.

The overall accuracy for the semantic-based

language dependency approach is higher than

for word-based matching. This approach is

more fitting for SBD entities that can be repre-

sented in natural language and captured with

regular patterns. It can deal very well with

the dependent word order problem. Research

has shown that this approach is acceptable

for recognizing and naming emergency enti-

ties (Jiménez-Zafra et al. 2018, Piao et al. 2019).

However, unlike word-based matching, this

approach needs experts to design the semantic-

based language dependency patterns. More-

over, it cannot deal with hidden entities.

Our semantic-based bridge approach deals

with the characteristics of the SBD problem,

and its overall accuracy is higher than the

other approaches because it can discover hid-

den meanings needed for emergency manage-

ment. Although the semantic-based language

dependency approach is satisfactory, emer-

gency events need higher accuracy that can

support decision making. For example, the

accuracies of the classes "Public places" " Sub-
Districts" and "Districts" "Authorities" and "Cit-
izens" are much higher than in the other ap-

proaches since those entities are represented

by hidden meanings which our approach ex-

poses.

The comparative effectiveness of the three

approaches using F-measures is shown in Fig-

ure 7, as a summary of our findings.

Figure 7 represents a comparison of the

average F-measures as a histogram, with our

semantic-based bridge approach producing

the highest values, indicating that it has the

highest accuracy and robustness for recogniz-

ing emergency entities from SBD. This is due to

its ability to deal with entities represented in-

directly. Ambiguous meaning is a major prob-

lem for informal and natural language, and can

definitely be found in SBD.

These results show the effectiveness of our

ENER approach using a semantic-based bridge

with a triple store index since its named entities

can be used to support automatic semantic de-

scriptions for accurate emergency information.

This is especially true for information about

incident locations, event types, and victim de-

tails, which are fundamental requirements for

emergency management. This shows that our
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Table 2 The Comparative Effectiveness of Three ENER Approaches

Classes Entities
Word-based
matching

Semantic-based
language dependency

Semantic-based bridge
(Our proposal)

Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure

Person

Citizens 0.27 0.50 0.35 0.81 0.68 0.74 0.86 0.95 0.90

Authorities 0.54 0.40 0.46 0.86 0.71 0.78 0.93 0.96 0.95

Criminals 0.82 0.62 0.71 0.93 0.97 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.98

Location

Provinces 0.71 0.87 0.78 0.91 0.87 0.89 0.99 0.97 0.98

Sub-Districts 0.39 0.54 0.45 0.61 0.70 0.65 0.92 0.96 0.94

Districts 0.25 0.33 0.29 0.51 0.65 0.57 0.86 0.86 0.86

Villages 0.57 0.66 0.61 0.76 0.89 0.82 0.82 0.84 0.83

Public places 0.43 0.63 0.51 0.73 0.78 0.76 0.98 0.98 0.98

Government places 0.32 0.57 0.41 0.72 0.93 0.81 1.00 0.81 0.90

Event Emergency events 0.88 0.81 0.84 0.99 0.81 0.89 0.99 0.93 0.96

Object Related objects 0.73 0.85 0.79 0.97 0.85 0.90 1.00 0.97 0.98

Effect
Lifeless effects 0.56 0.45 0.50 0.91 0.91 0.91 1.00 0.91 0.95

Injured effects 0.91 0.50 0.65 0.89 0.80 0.84 1.00 0.95 0.97

Overall average 0.57 0.59 0.56 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.95 0.93 0.94

Figure 7 The Average F-measure Comparison between the Three Approaches

proposed semantic description can help au-

thorities make better decisions.

However, some entities still have the chal-

lenges to improve their accuracies such as "Gov-
ernment places", "Districts", "Villages", and "Cit-
izens" could be approved since their precision

or recall is lower than 90%. One limitation

that needs to be addressed is the use of the rel-

ative pronoun by non-professional journalists

in their messages.

7. Conclusions
This paper proposes a Social Big Data (SBD)

analysis using automatic semantic descriptions

to support an emergency management system.

Our main contribution is to apply the triple

index approach to Emergency Named Entity

Recognition (ENER) to handle both explicit

and implicit emergency information generated

from natural language in the SBD. The aim is

to increase average precision, to enhance the
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accuracy of the semantic emergency informa-

tion. Our ENER approach is a combination

of word matching and semantic analysis based

on word orders for explicit information, ex-

tended with a semantic-based bridge to deal

with implicit information. The results show

that our approach gives higher average accu-

racy than word matching and language-based

dependencies. The improvement is especially

useful in the field of emergency management

where the safety of citizens and the stability

of government infrastructure depend on accu-

rate information for fast and precise decision-

making.

Our approach is focused on automatic se-

mantic descriptions based on single transac-

tions. However, SBD usually emerges from

multiple transactions. The relationship and

meaning between these transactions must be

considered to better describe events. The abil-

ity to understand an emergency event affected

by the transaction movement would reveal

deeper trends in the situation. Moreover, our

approach focuses on a single datatype and a

relatively small sample, which may lead to

overfitting. In future work, we plan to analyze

emergency information from SBD by consider-

ing the relationships among transactions. We

will also expand our emergency knowledge-

base and triple index matching algorithms to

address natural language problems such as

wrong spelling and local names written in dif-

ferent ways. Two main issues are how to deal

with uncertainty in the SBD characteristics by

utilizing machine learning, and how to handle

unreliable crowd sourcing accounts.
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